PART 3: Symbols on Robbert's Body, “UMMO” Beings, Jesus & “EVP” Video Clips

On the night of July 16, 2012 Robbert van den Broeke and I had been on skype for awhile when I (at my desk, in Cambridge, Massachusetts) began to feel a definite “tingling” sensation around my upper body and arms. It was the same sensation I and many others have experienced in some crop circles—but in the circles people usually feel it in their feet and legs. I’ve felt it in my feet and/or legs in several countries and particularly during visits to Dutch circles, and I told Robbert it was happening again that night, but this time in my upper body. However, since Robbert wasn’t feeling anything unusual himself, I didn’t pay further attention immediately.
But the tingling intensified and, after about 15 minutes, Robbert suddenly announced that he felt certain something was “happening in the fields” at Bosschenhoofd—and he and Stan then left his apartment quickly.

After they left the tingling in my body became very intense and spread upward until it covered my whole head—and I was pretty sure a new crop circle must be forming in Holland. When the men returned -- and Robbert skyped me again to tell me about the new formation they had indeed found -- I watched (via skype) this mark form on his forehead.
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**July 16, 2012** – First red mark to appear on Robbert’s body, this one within an hour following Robbert & Stan’s discovery of a new crop formation. Nancy watched it form, via skype. Photo: Stan Pluijmen

When Robbert and Stan headed off to the fields Robbert “saw” (in his “mind’s eye”) a “typical” silvery, metal-looking UFO over a particular field where a double-cross formation had occurred earlier…and he was sure the UFO in this vision was “making” a new circle nearby. **He also felt a different “energy group” was involved, a “more mechanical” energy than he usually feels is associated with the circles in his area.**

Both Stan and Robbert said they felt “dizzy” as they approached the new formation and Robbert said **his arms and hands were “tingling very strong”** as he entered the field.

Back at home, Robbert was totally unaware of the red mark I saw forming until I told him what I was seeing through the skype camera. After seeing it himself in the mirror Stan immediately took photos, since we suspected the mark might disappear…which it did, within 15 minutes.
Robbert next began to feel an intense “burning” on his chest and found a larger, very red, and totally different mark on his chest. None of us had ever seen anything like this before and we had no idea how these marks were occurring or what either of them might represent. What happened after he discovered the mark on his chest was, perhaps, even stranger.
Before these marks had faded Robbert was trying to send me an English-language email he’d received so I could read it for him, but his computer wasn’t working properly. As Stan went to help him, Robbert’s computer—totally spontaneously—began to play a YouTube video he’d never seen.
Witness Illustration of landed UFO & “ETs” seen at Veronezh, Russia in 1989 …with same symbol on craft & “uniforms.”

Antonio Pardo’s 1967 photo of an “UMMO” craft hovering over a field near Madrid, Spain…same symbol again.
As soon as the Voronezh video appeared on Robbert’s computer he sent me the link (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bZuRvJN1Dv4) and he and Stan and I all watched it. None of us had heard of this Russian case (Robbert was only 9 years old in 1989 when it occurred) and the “UMMO” case—which I discovered later and which involved the same symbol—was reported during the 1960s & ’70s. **But we all began to wonder if these marks on Robbert’s body related to one or both of these incidents?**

While writing this report I checked the Voronezh link (above) again, and, curiously, the link now goes to a video which *is not the one all three of us watched in 2012* (it has been replaced by one severely edited). In spite of the fact the Voronezh case was associated with apprehension by some of those witnesses, Robbert felt the “energy” connected to the July 16, 2012 Bosschenhoofd crop circle (above) was “positive,” but that now additional “energy groups” are around him and the Dutch circles. Only 5 nights later another new formation appeared in a different Bosschenhoofd field, *in which the symbol on Robbert’s chest was incorporated.*
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*July 21, 2012 - Bosschenhoofd, Holland*

Since 2012 other red symbols have appeared on Robbert’s forehead (or chest), sometimes in conjunction with the appearance of new crop circles or in association with other anomalous events. For a detailed report on these 2012 incidents (with links & photos of other red marks & the circles) see: [http://www.bltresearch.com/robbert/dutchoverview2012p5.php](http://www.bltresearch.com/robbert/dutchoverview2012p5.php).
On the evening prior to Robbert’s 33rd birthday he had another “vision” in which he saw a long tubular (or cigar-shaped) object sitting horizontally over a field near the local Seppe Airport. The object seemed transparent and Robbert reported seeing many different colors “harmoniously moving around inside it,” which reminded him of the Northern Lights.

The object then turned vertically, rose a short distance upward, and then “morphed” into an “hour-glass” shape within which colors circulated from yellow to green, with a little red. In the middle of the hour-glass there were small light-balls moving around, appearing to interact with each other, like a “swarm of fireflies.” Suddenly a burst of “energy” was emitted from the bottom of the hour-glass and it flew off like a rocket into the night sky. At that moment Robbert “saw” that a new circle had formed.

Robbert and Stan (who was present) drove to Bosschenhoofd and found a new formation in very short grass, but saw only the 10m-diameter large circle and the two smaller circles farther into the field. A few hours later when Roy Boschman arrived to take photos, he found the additional 3.2m-diameter circle with its two adjacent 1.1m-diameter small circles…which apparently formed after Robbert and Stan had left the field.
May 7, 2013 – Robbert’s “33rd birthday crop circle” in very short (9-10 cm. tall) grass. Flowers throughout were totally intact & undamaged.

As soon as Robbert returned home he skyped Nancy to report the new circle and, once again, Nancy watched via skype as another strange red symbol formed on Robbert’s forehead.
Similarly to what had occurred in July of 2012, Robbert’s computer was suddenly disrupted and a website—entitled “Alien Writings & Symbols” (www.ancientx.com/nm/anmviewer.asp?a=90&z=1) authored by “Christian Mace”—appeared on Robbert’s computer all by itself. We all were able to view this website that night in 2013, but now it will not allow access.

Same symbol (red circle) as on Robbert’s head on his birthday in 2013 & on his chest in 2012 (blue)--both listed as “Ummite” writing on spontaneously-appearing website.
When Robbert sent me the link to the “Alien Writings & Symbols” website which had popped up on his computer by itself I copied the entire page that night, because I wanted to read what it said about so-called “alien” symbols generally—and specifically to see if any of the other marks which were appearing on Robbert’s body were also included.

Among the symbols listed were those associated with the famous 1947 Roswell, NM crash, “Venusian” messages given to George Adamski, UFO symbols documented by a Marcel Hornet in a Brazilian case, the well-documented 1964 Socorro, New Mexico landed, “egg-shaped” UFO seen and reported by policeman Lonnie Zamora, and the group (shown above) of markings entitled “Writing of the Ummites.” Why Robbert and Stan and I could all see this website’s on May 7, 2013, but it won’t open for us now, is unknown—as is the causation of the marks themselves.

The “arrow” component of the red symbol Lonnie Zamora reported seeing on the 1984 Socorro, NM UFO looks exactly like the marks on Robbert’s head and chest which appeared on July 20, 2012 — again on his return home after finding a new crop circle. On that occasion Robbert reported a “metallic” taste in his mouth just prior to the marks appearing and an “itchy, slightly burning” sensation on his head and chest.

Red “arrow” mark seen by Policeman Lonnie Zamora on 1984 Socorro, New Mexico UFO. (NT copied this symbol from the “Alien Writings & Symbols” website on May 7, 2013.)

July 20, 2012 – The two red “arrow” marks which appeared on Robbert’s head & chest after his discovery of another 2012 Dutch crop circle.
On May 5, 2013 (2 nights before his 33rd birthday) Robbert felt a very “big” energy present. Stan set the videocamera on a tripod and then recorded Robbert as he “concentrated himself” on the energies he felt around him.

In two separate video sessions this night different images appeared as Robbert concentrated on the “energies” present--first of Mary and then, a bit later, Jesus. Both of these videos were posted on YouTube at one time, but someone (Robbert is not sure who) has since taken them down. [As pointed out in recent reports Robbert does not do the posts on his website himself and several new people are now helping maintain it and his Facebook and Twitter pages (his Twitter account now closed because of the continuing hacking problem).]

Since I don’t know some of his new helpers I’m only including (in these BLT reports) details of Robbert’s case which are based either on my own personal observations or those which are reported to me by the three people I do know and trust who help Robbert (his friend Stan, whom I first met in 2007, and who visits Robbert often; another friend Roy Boschman, whom I met in 2008 and who photographs the crop circles and documents some of the other strange events; and Yvonne, who takes the “kite” aerial photos of the crop circles in Robbert’s area of southern Holland).

Two-and-a-half weeks after the first Mary and Jesus videotapes, during the night of May 22-23rd, Robbert again felt the “presence” of Jesus and an energy associated with “Moses” (and also an energy he identifies as related to “UMMO” intelligences, whom he feels are from another planet). Stan set the videocamera on a tripod again and taped Robbert as he focused on these “energies,” to help them manifest through him.

When Stan reviewed the first taping session nothing visual had appeared on that video, but during the second session, only a few minutes later, a face Robbert identifies as Jesus was clearly visible.

May 23, 2013 – Image of a face Robbert identifies as Jesus appears during 2nd video-session this night (enhanced with "auto contrast").
I took a number of “video captures” from this second clip and enhanced them in Photoshop Elements, trying various alterations to see what other details might emerge.

May 23, 2013 – Same “video still” as above – original, cropped only.

May 23, 2013 – Same “video still” top & bottom (“Smartfix” applied to bottom).

In this enhanced “still” the “Jesus” image is clearly not physically close to Robbert since it is in front of his extended right hand. As discussed before, the face image is either very close to the camera’s lens, or is possibly being recorded directly onto it’s digital chip. [See previous observations of images which have appeared in similar videos (about 2/3 of the way down this page: http://www.bltresearch.com/robbert/robbertswebsite.php, and also in this report: http://www.bltresearch.com/robbert/VideoProof.pdf).]
After Stan and Robbert had looked at the video recordings and seen that the Jesus image appeared only in the second one—and because Robbert was certain other consciousnesses were also present—he decided to take photos with his digital camera.

Immediately multiple images of a “being” Robbert recognized as an “UMMO intelligence from another planet” appeared in the digital shots. The symbol on their “clothing” appears to be the same mark which first appeared on Robbert’s chest on July 16, 2012 upon his return home following the discovery of the long “pictogram” at Bosschenhoofd.
May 23, 2013 – In this photo “light streaks” are again present, which seem to be “energy” coalescing to form the figure (“Smartfix” applied).

Stan was present and watching Robbert as he took the digital photos and saw the “UMMO” being images immediately on the digital camera’s LED screen as Robbert scrolled back to see if anything had appeared. Just as in the hundreds of incidents when Robbert has been using my camera and has obtained anomalies (with me present and watching him as he took the photos), neither Stan nor Robbert saw anything but “air” in front of the lens as the digital photos were taken.

Three “UMMO” being images appeared, each becoming clearer, and the “UMMO” symbol is distinct even in the originals, with no Photoshop enhancement at all.
May 23, 2013 – UMMO #2, original, cropped (L), and with "auto-levels" (R).

May 23, 2013 – UMMO #2, uncropped original.
A decidedly human-looking form, although the face and right arm are indistinct. The “UMMO” symbol though -- as seen in the 1967 Antonio Pardo UFO photo near Madrid and in the witness illustrations from the 1989 Voronezh, Russia landed-UFO case, and also as it appeared on Robbert’s chest in July, 2012 – looks to be the same.
- "EVP" VOICE ON FIRST VIDEO CLIP -

Shortly after Robbert took the "UMMO" photos Stan began to load both the videos and the digital photos onto his computer and it was then that both men heard for the first time what sounded like a voice, speaking in English, in the first video—*which had recorded no images and which they both had thought was blank*.

Just as had also occurred during U.S. filmmaker Dan Drasin’s February, 2012 visit with Robbert (but which Mr. Drasin did not include in his video documentation of Robbert’s case because he was not present when the "EVP" voice occurred: [http://www.robbertvandenbroeke.com/wonderful-events/Filmmaker_Dan_Drasin_proves_the_authenticity_of_Robberts_paranormal_photography_in_a_conclusive_photoexperiment](http://www.robbertvandenbroeke.com/wonderful-events/Filmmaker_Dan_Drasin_proves_the_authenticity_of_Robberts_paranormal_photography_in_a_conclusive_photoexperiment)), it appears this is another "EVP" event—and the metallic-sounding voice could be interpreted as saying: "we are here to bring love."

Stan has put together a video clip which begins with the video appearance of the Jesus image from the second video session, followed by Robbert’s digital photos of the "UMMO" being and then the EVP voice from the first video—then concluding his compilation with a repeat of the Jesus image from the second video session.

*The video clip is posted on YouTube here:*

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TpbBwg9RczQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TpbBwg9RczQ).

Robbert feels the EVP voice is that of the "UMMO" being he had just photographed and that, additionally, this consciousness informed him the "UMMO" have visited earth before, that they are “employed by the Divine,” and also have had a spiritual leader like Jesus on their planet.
Robbert was also told the “UMMO” are interested in conservation and are “closely involved” in the crop circles which appear around him, adding that if people notice the smell of eucalyptus in their homes, “UMMO” beings may be “greeting them” with this fresh healing scent.

The Jesus consciousness also came with a message, about how each of us can make a difference, and how each small positive effort can effect change in the whole: http://www.robbertvandenbroeke.com/wonderful-events/Apparition_of_Jesus_a_voice_and_a_Ummoeing.

As pointed out in Parts 1 & 2 of this report of accurately-recounted events, photos and video recordings—personal determination of “meaning” is the prerogative of each reader.

For more information (in English) about Robbert van den Broeke see the BLT Research Team’s page devoted to his case (many individual reports are listed below the introduction): http://www.bltresearch.com/robbert.php

Robbert’s website also includes postings in English about ongoing events, as well as many photos of the crop circles which constantly appear in his area: http://www.robbertvandenbroeke.nl/home
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